
  

  

 

 

 

Model Multiple Choice Questions:

RAE-3 Railway Audit

Question Number:1

Newspaper firms having regular newspaper parcels traffic for booking by rail may be granted the 

facility of paying freight charges through monthly bills on the weight carried to different stations. 

Firms wishing to avail of this facility will deposit with the Railways a sum equivalent to two months 

average freight transactions by way of security in which of the following forms . • A deposit in cash • 

A Deposit in National Savings Certificate • A deposit in Post Offices Savings bank account • A Bank 

guarantee  
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A

(i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)  

 

(i), (ii), (iii) 0� (iv) 

B

(i), (ii) and (iv)  

 

(i), (ii) 0� (iv) 

C

(i), (iii) and (iv)  

 

(i), (iii) 0� (iv) 

D

(i), (ii) and (iii)  

 

(i, (ii) 0� (iii) 

Ans A

Question Number:2

Who is responsible for framing rules for the interchange of traffic between different Railways in India 

and between Railways in India and Railways in Bangladesh/Pakistan?  
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A

General Managers of Zonal Railways  
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B

Railway Board  
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C

Indian Railway Conference Association  
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D

Railway Rates Tribunal  
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Ans C

Question Number:3

As prescribed from time to time, which at present is ------------ - shall be collected as registration 

charge-cum-security deposit per coach for special/Full Traffic Rates.  
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A

Rs.10000  

 

10000 

B

Rs.5000  

 

5000 

C

Rs.20000  

 

20000 

D

Rs.25000  

 

25000 

Ans A


